What are the top three trends in business?
Business is a forward-facing industry--and there’s a lot going on in terms of trends--but this podcast focuses on technology, healthcare, and corporate social responsibility.

**Technology**
Trend: Technology will continue to dominate business. Administrative roles will be replaced by machines, and companies will look for skills like creativity.

**Be ahead of the trend:** Proactively develop skills that machines cannot replace, such as initiative, innovative thinking, and increasingly complex digital skills.

**2. Healthcare**
Trend: As Baby Boomers age, healthcare facilities will become overcrowded and have fewer financial resources. The industry will need business professionals.

**Be ahead of the trend:** Know what types of roles business professionals can play in hospitals and other healthcare facilities, and develop the necessary skills to fill those roles. For example, beef up on your accounting, marketing, analytical, and entrepreneurial skills.

**3. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)**
Trend: Companies are taking a stance on issues such as sustainability and human rights. And they’re integrating CSR into their values and initiatives.

**Be ahead of the trend:** Know what CSR is, and why it matters. Understand that you’ll have to opportunity to give back as companies integrate CSR into their values. Think about how you can further contribute to those initiatives.